Blank Rome’s Maritime Industry Team

Our maritime industry team is composed of practice-focused subcommittees from across many of our Firm’s offices, with attorneys who have extensive capabilities and experience in the maritime industry and beyond, effectively complementing Blank Rome Maritime’s client cases and transactions.

Maritime Emergency Response Team (“MERT”)

We are on call 24/7/365

In the event of an incident, please contact any of our MERT members listed in red below.

William R. Bennett, III – NYC
CHAIR, BLANK ROME MARITIME

Jeanne M. Grasso – WAS
CHAIR, BLANK ROME MARITIME

Keith B. Letourneau – HOU
CHAIR, BLANK ROME MARITIME

Bankruptcy

COMMITTEE CHAIR: Michael B. Schaedle – PHL
Rick Antonoff – NYC
Ira L. Herman – NYC
Regina Stango Kelbon – PHL/WIL

Corporate/Financial/Transactional

COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Stephen T. Whelan – NYC
James C. Arnold – HOU
Grant E. Buerstetta – NYC
Michael K. Clare – WAS
Brett M. Esber – WAS
Lawrence F. Flick, II – NYC/PHL
Michael Kim – NYC
Natalie M. Radabaugh – WAS
R. Anthony Salgado – WAS
Peter Schnur – NYC
Brad L. Shiffman – NYC
Scott R. Smith – NYC

Dispute Resolution (Litigation, Arbitration and Mediation)

COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Thomas H. Bellknap, Jr. – NYC
Douglas J. Shoemaker – HOU
Michael K. Bell – HOU
William R. Bennett, III – NYC
Alexandra Clark – NYC
Nor S. Hamra – NYC
Jeremy A. Herschaft – HOU
Emma C. Jones – WAS
John D. Kimball – NYC
Keith B. Letourneau – HOU
Jeffrey S. Moller – PHL
James J. Quinlan – PHL
Richard V. Singleton, II – NYC
Alan M. Weigel – NYC
Lauren B. Wilgus – NYC

Employment/Labor/Tax/IP

COMMITTEE CHAIR:
Joseph T. Gulant – NYC
Susan B. Fishy – WAS
Anthony B. Hailer – PHL
Brooke T. Iley – WAS

Enforcement/Criminal

COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Jeanne M. Grasso – WAS
Gregory F. Linsin – WAS

Government Contracts

COMMITTEE CHAIR:
Brian S. Gocial – PHL
David M. Nadler – WAS
Harvey Sherzer – WAS

Regulatory/Energy/Environmental

COMMITTEE CHAIRS:
Kevin J. Bruno – NYC
Matthew J. Thomas – WAS

Richard V. Singleton, II – NYC
CO-CHAIR, MARITIME INDUSTRY TEAM

Jeremy A. Herschaft – HOU
CO-CHAIR, MARITIME INDUSTRY TEAM

Matthew J. Thomas – WAS
CO-CHAIR, MARITIME INDUSTRY TEAM

Please click on attorney names for contact information.
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